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wav files can be exported from VisTitle’s timeline. VisTitle allows the user to edit other video clips within EDIUS using
VisTitle’s timeline. The strength of VisTitle lies in the range of possiblities that the software offers as a plug-in for EDIUS.
VisTitle offers a clear menu structure and .wav files can be exported from VisTitle’s timeline. VisTitle allows the user to edit
other video clips within EDIUS using VisTitle’s timeline. \[2\] IridEx Nefel - The video analysis program Nefel \[[@CR2]\] can
be integrated into EDIUS using VisTitle. Other applications {#Sec9} ------------------ Editing of 3D models can be performed
with EDIUS and other available software, e.g. Autodesk 3DS Max for authoring 3D models. But only VisTitle provides the
possibility of connecting 3D models to VisTitle's timeline as the 3D model is shown as a 2D and 3D video and can be cut and
edited. Short Vignettes {#Sec10} =============== VisTitle can be integrated into EDIUS using the *Export Short Video
Clip* command. The short video clip can be exported from VisTitle's timeline as a WMV file. This short video clip can be
loaded directly into EDIUS and can be used as a story board or as a short vignette in a showreel. The story board function is
used mainly for students who have completed a series of videos. The short video clip can be used as a story board for the next
video clips. The short video clip can be exported as a.wav file in order to use it in a vignette. The WAV files can be edited using
the Adobe Audition application. VisTitle as an online repository for student work {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------- VisTitle as an online repository for student work is already described in the
introduction. Now the students can submit their work to a central online repository for this group of students. The group of
students can be selected based on a classification like subgroups, personal interests or sports clubs. The student will receive an
email with a log in link. The log in link will be sent to the personal e-mail address. With the log in button, the student can log in
to
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EDIUS-XRE7, EDIUS 7 XRE, Grass Valley EDIUS 7 XRE buy/sell. VisTitle 2.5, VisTitle 2.5 title software plug-in for the
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